Bicycling Directions to DCA from the Crystal City Water Park
View Google Map
To Terminal A – 1.55 Miles; 10 Minutes
1. Start at the Crystal City Water Park located across the street from 1750 Crystal Drive
and face south.
2. Head south and turn left at the entrance of the Crystal City/Mount Vernon Connector
Trail (130 feet)
3. Follow the Crystal City/Mount Vernon Connector Trail to the intersection with the Mount
Vernon Trail (1625 feet)
4. Turn right onto the Mount Vernon Trail and continue past the first trail junction (1540
feet), under the first bridge (1200 feet), across the first crosswalk (585 feet), under the
second bridge (300 feet), to the second crosswalk (140 feet)
5. Cross the second crosswalk and then immediately turn left to cross the next crosswalk
(90 feet)
6. Continue along the sidewalk to the third crosswalk (1930 feet)
7. Cross the street via the crosswalk, turn right, and continue to the next crosswalk (245
feet)
8. Cross the street via the crosswalk, turn left, and continue to the next crosswalk (250
feet)
9. Cross the street via the crosswalk, turn right, and continue to the bicycle rack under the
bridge/building (115 feet)
10. Dismount and lock your bicycle at the provided bicycle rack
11. Head back along the sidewalk and turn right up the stairs to the sidewalk (130 feet)
12. Turn right and continue to the Terminal A Entrance on your right (50 feet)
To Terminal B – 1.62 Miles; 10 Minutes
1. Start at the Crystal City Water Park located across the street from 1750 Crystal Drive
and face south.
2. Head south and turn left at the entrance of the Crystal City/Mount Vernon Connector
Trail (130 feet)
3. Follow the Crystal City/Mount Vernon Connector Trail to the intersection with the Mount
Vernon Trail (1625 feet)
4. Turn right onto the Mount Vernon Trail and continue past the first trail junction (1540
feet), under the first bridge (1200 feet), across the first crosswalk (585 feet), under the
second bridge (300 feet), to the second crosswalk (140 feet)
5. Cross the second crosswalk and then immediately turn left to cross the next crosswalk
(90 feet)
6. Continue along the sidewalk to the next crosswalk (800 feet)
7. Turn left to cross the street via the crosswalk to the sidewalk junction (30 feet)
8. Turn right and take the crosswalk across the street and continue to the next crosswalk
(150 feet)

9. Cross all the streets and continue to the next junction at the painted walkway (90 feet)
10. Turn right and follow the painted walkway to the first crosswalk (335 feet)
11. Turn right and cross the next two streets via the crosswalks to the sidewalk junction on
the traffic median beneath the bridge (145 feet)
12. At the junction on the traffic median there will be a sign labeled “Walkway To”; Follow the
sign towards the left to “Terminals B/C” across the street via the crosswalk
13. After crossing, continue straight following the sidewalk to the parking lot (320 feet)
14. Follow the painted walkway through the parking lot to the sidewalk (430 feet)
15. Follow the sidewalk to the first junction (60 feet)
16. Turn left onto the sidewalk and then immediately take the first right following the sign
labeled “Walkway To” towards “Terminals B/C” to the parking lot (190 feet)
17. Follow the painted walkway through the parking lot to the sidewalk (75 feet)
18. Follow the sidewalk until the walkway entrance (435 feet)
19. Dismount and lock your bicycle at the provided bicycle rack
20. Enter the walkway and turn right to cross over the pedestrian bridge and into Terminal B
(245 feet)
To Terminal C – 0.89 Miles; 6 Minutes
1. Start at the Crystal City Water Park located across the street from 1750 Crystal Drive
and face south.
2. Head south and turn left at the entrance of the Crystal City/Mount Vernon Connector
Trail (130 feet)
3. Follow the Crystal City/Mount Vernon Connector Trail to the intersection with the Mount
Vernon Trail (1625 feet)
4. Turn right onto the Mount Vernon Trail and continue to the first trail junction on your left
(1540 feet)
5. Turn left onto the Airport Trail Connector and continue following through the pedestrian
underpass (use caution through tunnel), across the two roadways to the first sidewalk
junction (1020 feet)
6. Continue straight at the sidewalk junction to the end of the sidewalk at the parking
garage pedestrian entrance (250 feet)
7. Dismount and lock your bicycle at the provided bicycle racks
8. Enter the garage at the sign marked “To Abington/Airport Terminals and follow the
black/white painted walkway to parking Row 17 (240 feet)
9. At the end of parking Row 17, turn left and follow the black/white painted walkway to the
elevator lobby (250 feet)
10. Take the elevator up to Level 2
11. Follow the signs across the pedestrian bridge into Terminal C (350 feet)
12. Head back towards the Mount Vernon Trail to the first sidewalk junction (250 feet)
13. Turn left at the sidewalk junction to the end of the sidewalk at the parking garage
pedestrian entrance (20 feet)
6. Take the ramp to the right that becomes a sidewalk traveling along the outside of the
garage between a wall and a row of parking vehicles and continue to parking Row 3
(450 feet)

7. Turn left at Row 3 and walk to the elevator visible at the end of the row (400 feet)
8. Take the elevator up to Level 2
14. Follow the signs across the pedestrian bridge into Terminal B (350 feet)

